We investigate how the densities of inherent structures, which we refer to as the closest jammed configurations, are distributed for packings of 10 4 frictionless hard spheres. A computational algorithm is introduced to generate closest jammed configurations and determine corresponding densities. Closest jamming densities for monodisperse packings generated with high compression rates using
I. Introduction
The denition and determination of the random-close packing (RCP) limit for frictionless hard-sphere particles is a longstanding problem. For monodisperse particles, there exist at least three estimates for the RCP limit, with distinct densities 4: (i) 4 ¼ 0.634-0.636; [1] [2] [3] [4] (ii) 4 z 0.64; [5] [6] [7] [8] and (iii) 4 z 0.65. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] The values of 0.634 and 0.65 are supported theoretically. 1, 15 In our previous work 17 we showed that 4 z 0.64 and 4 z 0.65 refer to different phenomena and represent the RCP limit and a lower bound of the glass close packing (GCP) limit.
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The RCP limit is sometimes interpreted as a special density at which almost every Poisson packing will jam in the process of innitely fast compressions and is also referred to as the J-point. 5 For nite packings, this point is expanded into a J-segment.
5,19
The behaviour of the J-segment in the thermodynamic limit is yet unresolved; it may converge to a single J-point 5 or preserve a nite width. 19 Here we do not investigate this issue, but study nite packings of 10 4 particles and observe indeed a nite width of the J-segment for our packings. We nd that 4 ¼ 0.634-0.636 is the lower bound of this segment, whereas 4 RCP z 0.64 is the upper bound. We also reproduce the density 4 GCP z 0.65 in our simulations. In addition, we determine the RCP limits and lower bounds of the GCP limits for polydisperse packings. By jamming we understand in this paper collective jamming in packings of frictionless particles, [20] [21] [22] [23] equivalent to mechanical stability 1 and innite pressure in systems of particles supplied with velocity. 24 The equivalence of isostaticity and jamming is supported experimentally, 5, 20, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] while Salsburg and Wood proved 24 that isostaticity is a necessary condition for innite pressure and jamming. A packing is referred to as jammed if there is at least a subset of particles that is jammed (other particles are rattlers). We do not exclude rattler particles from the packings when computing packing densities.
For polydisperse packings the GCP limit 4 GCP is dened 18 as the innite-pressure limit for the densest glassy state (the ideal glass state), whereas for monodisperse packings it is the density above the RCP limit with minimal number of jammed packing congurations (as revealed by an entropy minimum). 9, 17 We will follow these denitions.
In our previous work 17 we noticed that the pressure reported during packing generation using the Lubachevsky-Stillinger (LS) algorithm is non-stationary, because any packing generation is a non-equilibrium process. Therefore, innite nonequilibrium pressure cannot be used as an indicator for jamming. Instead, the packings should be allowed to equilibrate. Indeed, monodisperse LS packings expose an average coordination number below the isostatic value of six for densities lower than 0.644 and can be densied further using low compression rates.
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Research has been conducted recently to describe the pressure relaxation process for monodisperse and polydisperse packings. 33 It also shows that LS packings are not always jammed despite very high non-equilibrium pressure. We have suggested 17 that stationary pressure aer relaxation may be substituted into the equation of state (EOS) of Salsburg and Wood 24 to estimate the jamming densities. Some results 33 show that the process of pressure relaxation has time scales comparable with the process of macroscopic packing rearrangement. In a certain interval of densities the particles start to form crystalline regions and the estimated jamming density for these packings may be as high as the crystalline packing density (4 FCC or 4 HCP ) for monodisperse packings, or as high as the GCP limit 4 GCP for polydisperse packings. 34 Thus, these density estimates do not represent the jamming densities closest to the initial packing congurations and will not assist us in dening the RCP limit 4 RCP . Here, we modied the LS packing generation algorithm to search for the jammed packing congurations closest to the initial ones (instead of simply estimating their densities by equilibration) and will base our denition of the RCP limit on the results produced with this modication.
The paper is structured as follows. Before we present any experimental results, we use Section II to start with denitions that become relevant for our subsequent discussion. These are inherent structure, 35 basin of attraction of an inherent structure, bounding region, bounding surface, and closed bounding region. We will show that an inherent structure for an arbitrary cong-uration of hard spheres is a jammed conguration that is the closest one to the initial conguration. To emphasize that we are investigating hard particles, not particles with so potential, we will use throughout this paper the term "closest jammed cong-uration" instead of "inherent structure" and also refer to the "closest jamming density" instead of the "density of the inherent structure". In Section III we describe the modication of the LS packing generation algorithm to produce the closest jammed congurations. The subsequent application of this modication to monodisperse and polydisperse packings produced with the LS algorithm 36, 37 and force-biased (FB) algorithm 38, 39 is presented in Section IV. It reveals that the closest jamming densities for our nite packings produced with fast compressions are located in narrow density bands depending on the particle size distribution, from 4 ¼ 0.634-0.636 to 4 z 0.64 for monodisperse packings. We attribute 4 z 0.64 to the RCP limit 4 RCP and interpret 4 ¼ 0.634-0.636 as well as similar densities for polydisperse packings as another characteristic density 4 LT , the lowest typical (LT) jamming density. The denitions of 4 RCP and 4 LT are also provided. In addition, we estimate lower bounds of the GCP limits from the results in Section IV by extrapolating packing densities to innite generation time. We furthermore demonstrate how these three characteristic densities 4 LT , 4 RCP , and 4 GCP depend on the polydispersity for nite hard-sphere packings. Section V presents a summary and conclusions.
The particles in our polydisperse packings have log-normal radii distributions with standard deviations s from 0.05 to 0.3 in steps of 0.05 (particle mean diameter is normalized to unity). All sphere packings were prepared in a fully periodic cubic box (cf. Fig. 1 ) and consist of 10 4 particles. Polydisperse packings are generated in a wide range of compression rates using the LS and FB protocols. Each packing is created from an individual Poisson conguration of points (independent random uniform selection of sphere centre coordinates). The applied source code is available under the MIT free soware license.
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We rely on the phase space packing description 24 and use the terms "limiting polytope", "hypersurface", and "hypercylinder" from that paper.
II. Definitions
In this section we present denitions that will be needed for our discussion of hard-sphere packing problems.
Each sphere packing conguration of N monodisperse or polydisperse particles (with predened nominal radii) can be represented as a point in a 3N-dimensional packing phase space (3 coordinates per particle center). For the packing box sides L x , L y , L z , respectively, the total phase space volume equals
N . The actual particle radii are proportional to the nominal ones and thus are determined only by the proportionality ratio or by the actual packing density. In our discussion we will rely on the concept of inherent structures. Stillinger introduced it for systems of particles with so potential. 35 The earliest description of this concept can be found in Stillinger et al. 41 (eqn (23) , Section IV in that paper), though this term is actually not used. A qualitative description is also given in Torquato and Jiao 42 (Section IV B in that paper). Inherent structures for systems of particles with so potential are local potential energy minima in the phase space. The minimum that is reached by the steepest descent energy minimization for an arbitrary system conguration is an inherent structure for this conguration. Potential energy in hard-sphere packings is replaced by the maximum packing density that can be associated with this conguration (i.e., when there are still no intersecting particles), taken with the minus sign.
Inherent structures for hard-sphere packings correspond to jammed congurations. Indeed, if a packing resides in an inherent structure, there are no innitesimal changes in the conguration that will allow preserving the density; instead, any change will always require decreasing the particle radii (decreasing the density, increasing the energy). Thus, the Fig. 1 Closest jammed configuration at a density 4 ¼ 0.662 for a random packing of 10 000 polydisperse spheres. The sphere radii distribution is log-normal and has a standard deviation s ¼ 0.3. The initial unjammed packing was generated with the force-biased algorithm at a density 4 ¼ 0.613.
packing conguration resides in an innitesimal limiting polytope and is jammed. Because such an inherent structure is reached from an initial conguration through a steepest descent, it is the closest one to the initial conguration.
To emphasize that we are investigating hard particles, not particles with so potential, we will use throughout this paper the term "closest jammed conguration" instead of the "inherent structure". We are unaware of precise mathematical denitions of the closest jammed conguration, especially of those accounting for rattler particles, so we provide a mathematical denition in the Appendix (Subsection C). We will not use precise denitions to implement searching for the closest jammed congurations. Instead, we modify the LS algorithm in Section III. The closest jammed conguration is dened uniquely for any unjammed packing conguration, except for saddle points in the potential energy landscape. The precise denition in the Appendix denes the closest jammed cong-uration uniquely even for saddle points.
An initial packing conguration belongs to a basin of attraction of a given jammed conguration if this jammed conguration is the closest one for the initial packing. Any phase space point belongs to one and only one basin of attraction, because the closest jammed conguration is dened uniquely for any conguration.
Similarly, let us dene the bounding region of a given jammed conguration at a given density as the intersection of this conguration's basin of attraction with available phase space (contact hypercylinders for that density excluded). All available phase space is uniquely split into bounding regions. When the particle radii are large enough, bounding regions become closed and are then transformed into limiting polytopes.
We can also dene bounding surfaces, i.e., the surfaces of these bounding regions (comprised of hypercylinder surfaces and "wormholes" between bounding regions). The bounding region is closed if the bounding surface is fully formed by hypercylinder surfaces. Any conguration in a closed bounding region is called a glassy state. 18 The glass transition occurs when the bounding region becomes closed.
The denitions from this section together with the pressure criterion for jamming 24 allow us to transform the conventional denition of the GCP limit for polydisperse particles 18 ("the innite-pressure limit for the densest glassy state") into a "jammed conguration with the highest density". Precise de-nitions for these concepts can also be found in Subsection D of the Appendix.
III. Algorithm used to search for the closest jammed configurations
In this section, we present a modication to the LS packing generation algorithm. This modied LS (MLS) algorithm was used to search for the closest jamming densities.
A. General idea
The LS algorithm in its conventional form cannot be used to search for the closest jammed congurations. This algorithm terminates too early for fast compressions because of the nonequilibrium pressure excess. Limiting polytopes have not yet collapsed into single points. If we apply slow compressions to unjammed packings, they will terminate in almost jammed congurations, but the latter will not correspond to the initial bounding regions and will have higher densities than the closest jammed congurations.
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Therefore, one way of searching for the closest jammed conguration is to use fast compressions at the beginning of the packing generation (to preserve the conguration point in an initial bounding region) and to use slow compressions at the end of the generation (to arrive at a truly jammed congura-tion). In order to merge these two regimes, we should gradually reduce the compression rate during the packing generation. We run the LS packing generation with a high compression rate, until the non-equilibrium reduced pressure is high (reaches a conventional value of 10 12 ), then decrease the compression rate and run the LS generation again, until the pressure is high enough again, and repeat this procedure until the compression rate is low enough. High compression rates at the initial stages will lead to a very fast movement of the bounding surfaces and to the closing of most of the wormholes between the bounding regions. Low compression rates at the end of the generation will ensure that the pressure is almost stationary, and the high pressure is a sign of the proximity to jamming. Slow compressions will also allow the conguration point to explore the bounding region and to exit the dead ends formed by concave boundaries and follow the movement of the bounding surfaces.
B. Details of the modied Lubachevsky-Stillinger (MLS) algorithm
We use the following packing generation parameters: the root mean square particle velocity is ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 3$0:2 p , which corresponds to a packing temperature of 0.2, because we set the mass of all the particles and the Boltzmann constant to unity. The initial compression rate is 10 and the termination compression rate is #10
À4
; we decrease the compression rate by a factor of two each time the reduced pressure (computed from 20 collisions per particle, 2 Â 10 5 collisions for our packings comprised of 10 4 particles) reaches a value of 10
12
. This factor of two is referred to as the "compression rate decrease factor". To avoid the immediate termination of the packing generation aer the compression rate is updated (as far as the reduced pressure remains high) we perform equilibration with zero compression rate until the reduced pressure is below 10 12 (also computed from 2 Â 10 5 collisions). If the reduced pressure is still above 10 12 aer 50 cycles of 2 Â 10 5 collisions, we assume that the packing is close to jamming and terminate the generation completely. The procedure above always terminates in nearly jammed congurations. We refer to this modication as the MLS algorithm. The code for this modication is available online. 40 The MLS algorithm is validated in Section IV (Subsection B), aer we provide an overview of the results that we obtained by applying this algorithm with the current parameters (Subsection A).
The idea of decreasing the compression rate has already been applied to the LS algorithm in order to produce nearly jammed congurations, as can be found in Torquato and Jiao
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(Section V A), Skoge et al. 44 (Section II), Jiao et al. 45 (Section II A), and Biazzo et al. 46 These papers do not, in general, contain the requirement to start packing generation from fast compressions. To our knowledge, packing generation which starts from fast compressions has never been interpreted as searching for the closest jammed conguration.
IV. Results and discussion
Here, we present our packing generation results and the results of searching for the closest jammed congurations of the generated packings. We estimate the GCP limits 4 GCP for monodisperse and polydisperse packings on the basis of their densities obtained aer slow compressions. We analyze packing densities for fast compressions, dene the RCP limits 4 RCP and the lowest typical (LT) jamming densities 4 LT , and determine these densities for monodisperse and polydisperse packings. We provide an overview of our data in Subsection A. In Subsection B we validate the MLS algorithm; this validation relies on the data overview and therefore cannot be presented earlier. We analyze the data in Subsection C. This analysis leads us to denitions of the RCP limits, which we introduce in Subsection D. Subsection E presents concepts of typical and untypical basins of attraction, dened through the RCP limits.
We discuss our results in Subsection F. Our ndings are summarized in Fig. 5 and 6 . To ease the reading of this section, we provide with Table 1 an overview of the symbols used below. Some of them have already been introduced, some will be introduced later.
A. Data overview
The dependence of the packing densities 4 on the inverse compression rates g À1 for packings produced with the LS and FB algorithms is shown in Fig. 2a and c, respectively. The closest jamming densities 4 J obtained with the MLS algorithm vs. the inverse compression rates g À1 for the same LS and FB packings are shown in Fig. 2b and d, respectively. All packings in Fig. 2b and d are nearly isostatic and have very high equilibrium reduced pressure (10 12 ).
We did not average the data in Fig. 2 ; each point in these gures corresponds to a single packing. To guide the eye, points have been connected by straight lines. Averaging assumes that uctuations in the data will disappear in the thermodynamic limit. This question is still unresolved and we do not discuss it here. 5, 19 Additionally, averaging would remove the information about the exact boundaries of jamming intervals for nite packings.
We distinguish between two packing generation regimes in Fig. 2 : slow compressions (i.e., high inverse compression rates, long generation times) and fast compressions (i.e., low inverse compression rates, short generation times). We consider the generation as slow for the FB packings with g À1 > 0.2 Â 10 4 and for LS packings with g À1 > 0.6 Â 10 2 . We consider the generation as fast for the FB packings with g À1 < 10 3 and for LS packings with g À1 < 5.
For slow compressions, the jamming densities in Fig. 2b and d remain close to the initial densities for all the packing types. This occurs because the packings are already trapped in closed or nearly closed bounding regions and are almost jammed. The search for the closest jammed conguration only slightly increases their densities. Though the plots for the LS and FB algorithms look similar, the inverse compression rates for the FB packings are shied by two orders of magnitude with respect to the LS packings.
The obtained narrow horizontal bands for jamming densities aer the fast initial compressions in Fig. 2b and d can be explained as follows. Fast generations do not allow the packings (with Poisson distribution of points as starting conguration) to leave the initial bounding regions, though the packings are not jammed at the end of the fast compressions. The search for the closest jamming density will also retain packings in their initial bounding regions, but will compress the regions into polytopes and nally into jammed congurations, slightly increasing the packing density. Therefore, the jamming density distribution for fast compressions should correspond to the closest jamming density distribution for Poisson packings, i.e., to the uniform sampling of the phase space.
B. Validation of the modied Lubachevsky-Stillinger (MLS) algorithm
Prior to a detailed discussion of the data in Fig. 2 , we analyze how the estimated closest jamming densities depend on algorithm parameters. For this purpose, we selected several LS packings with s ¼ 0 (monodisperse packings) and s ¼ 0.3 (widest particle size distribution in this work) and searched for their closest jamming densities with varied search parameters. We changed the compression rate decrease factor (i.e., the number we used to divide the compression rate as the pressure becomes high enough), the initial compression rate, and the nal compression rate. For the compression rate decrease factor we used the values 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, and 4; for the initial compression rate -1, 10, and 20; and for the nal compression rate -10 À4 and 10 À5 . This results in a total of 30 combinations. Fig. 3a shows how the nal jamming densities depend on the compression rate decrease factor. The dependence on the initial compression rate is depicted in Fig. 3b . All 30 combinations are represented in each gure, but are coloured according to one of the varied parameters.
Fast compressions. Packings obtained with fast compressions (g À1 < 5 in Fig. 3b ) jam at slightly different, but very close congurations. There is no apparent correlation between the chosen parameters and the nal jamming densities, i.e., the nal jamming density varies randomly with the algorithm parameters. There are no visible correlations for the nal compression rate as well (data not shown). We explain this as follows: for packings obtained with fast compressions, the available phase space is highly connected 18 and there are many achievable jammed congurations in the vicinity of the true closest jammed conguration. With changing parameters, the algorithm may randomly switch between one of these congu-rations. The interval of densities where the packings jam is the same as with the fast compressions in Fig. 2b and d (for the corresponding sphere radii distributions with s ¼ 0 and s ¼ 0.3). Further in this paper, we are only interested in the lower and upper bounds of the closest jamming density intervals for fast compressions. Thus, results below for fast compressions do not depend on the exact algorithm parameters. If the initial compression rate is 0.01, the interval of jamming densities is shied upward and is [0.637, 0.647] for monodisperse particles 42 ( Table 1 in that paper). It means that this initial compression rate is already too low to correctly search for the closest jammed congurations.
We found that with a compression rate decrease factor of 10 the jamming densities for fast compressions are systematically shied upward. It means that the compression rate decreases too quickly. Aer several decreases it is so low that the packings have enough time (until pressure becomes high again) to leave the initial bounding region and travel to bounding regions with higher jamming densities.
Slow compressions. For slow compressions (g À1 > 0.6 Â 10 2 in Fig. 3b ) uctuations in jamming densities quickly disappear. This happens because the bounding regions where the packings initially reside aer slow compressions have less "wormholes" to neighbouring regions; the available phase space is less connected. Thus, the algorithm does not switch randomly between jammed congurations in the vicinity of the true closest jammed conguration and always terminates at the latter. It shows that the results for slow compressions below also do not depend on the exact algorithm parameters.
C. Data analysis
Slow compressions, estimation of the GCP limits 4 GCP . Extrapolation of the 4 J (g À1 ) plots for polydisperse packings in Fig. 2b and d to zero compression rate (innite generation time) provides the highest densities that can be obtained with these algorithms. We interpret these densities as the GCP limits 4 GCP : (i) the LS and FB algorithms are able to reach and overcome the structural transition density of 4 z 0.65 for monodisperse packings (s ¼ 0), which we also interpreted as the GCP limit;
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(ii) both algorithms are able to generate almost crystalline congurations for monodisperse packings. These densities may be regarded as lower bounds of the GCP limits, as it is sometimes argued that the GCP limits are unreachable (see, e.g., Subsection II B 2 in Parisi and Zamponi
18
). Resolving the question whether they can be reached or not is beyond the scope of the present paper.
We approximate the 4 J (g À1 ) plots by the least-squares method with an asymptotic expansion
extrapolate it to zero compression rate (innite generation time). Estimates of the GCP limits are then found as 4 GCP ¼ c 0 .
We took the 80 last data points to the right in Fig. 2b to t the LS data and 300 points to t the FB data (Fig. 2d) . Both numbers were selected to exclude points from the horizontal plateaus at short generation times. Estimates of 4 GCP along with 95% condence intervals for the LS and FB packings are reported in Table 2 in the rows "LS, densied" and "FB, densied". These estimates are displayed as horizontal lines to the right in Fig. 2b and d, respectively.
As the packings generated by sufficiently slow compressions are almost jammed, we may use the densities of initially created packings for the same asymptotic expansion to estimate the GCP limits. We used 125 data points to the right in Fig. 2a to t the LS data and 300 points to the right in Fig. 2c to t the FB data. The GCP limit estimates along with 95% condence intervals for the LS and FB packings are reported in Table 2 in the rows "LS, initial" and "FB, initial". These estimates are displayed as horizontal lines to the right in Fig. 2a and c, respectively. Plots from Fig. 2 built vs. ffiffiffi g p , along with their polynomial ts, can be found in Appendix G (asymptotic expansion of packing densities to the GCP limits).
We do not estimate the GCP limit for monodisperse packings by asymptotic expansion, because the 4(g À1 ) and 4 J (g À1 ) plots do not exhibit asymptotes for low compression rates. Instead, they start to grow rapidly as densities 4 z 4 J z 0.65 are reached. It is known that monodisperse packings demonstrate an entropy minimum and the onset of crystallization at 4 z 0.647-0.651. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] In our previous paper, 17 we reproduced these features at 4 z 0.647-0.651 for the monodisperse FB packings shown in Fig. 2c (as well as for LS packings created with the code of Skoge et al., 44 not used in the present paper). We analyzed the Voronoi volumes standard deviation, 1, 47, 48 Voronoi volumes entropy, 9,14 pore-size entropy, 17 and the local bondorientational order Q 6 local . 49 Here, we also applied these measures to the monodisperse LS packings (Fig. 2a) and to the monodisperse densied LS and FB packings ( Fig. 2b and d) . We conrm that the behaviour of the measures remains unchanged: entropy-like measures have a local minimum at 4 z 4 J z 0.647-0.651 and local order starts to increase rapidly at the same density (data not shown). Thus, we associate the growth in the 4(g À1 ) and 4 J (g À1 ) plots at 4 z 4 J z 0.65 with the onset of crystallization; and interpret the entropy minimum for monodisperse packings as the GCP limit, 4 GCP z 0.65. It is easy to show why the GCP limit implies the onset of crystallization. If 4 GCP z 0.65 is the highest achievable density for monodisperse packings with suppressed crystallization (e.g., by pinning a certain fraction of particles 50 ), the only way to reach still higher densities -for generation protocols that try to avoid crystallization as long as possible -is to prepare crystalline inclusions in the packings at 4 GCP . We assume that, if crystallization is articially suppressed in monodisperse packings, the 4(g À1 ) and 4 J (g À1 Fig. 2b and d. We determine the horizontal parts of the plots visually, i.e., consider the plots of packing density vs. the inverse compression rate for the LS and FB algorithms as horizontal for g À1 < 5 ( Fig. 2b ) and for g À1 < 10 3 ( Fig. 2d) , respectively. The number distributions of the closest jamming densities for fast compressions by the LS and FB algorithms are presented in Fig. 4 . These distributions are localized in narrow density bands. The maximum and minimum densities for LS and FB packings in these bands are provided in Table 3 . The maximum achievable density for monodisperse packings is $0.64 for both algorithms.
We denote these maximum and minimum densities from Table 3 as 4 fast max and 4 fast min , respectively. They depend on the particle radii distribution.
We assume that our results for the GCP limits and further discussion for the RCP limits are protocol-independent. We base our assumption on the following points: (i) the behaviour of 4 J (g À1 ) plots is qualitatively the same for both the FB and LS protocols; (ii) the differences between the corresponding values of 4 fast min for different protocols are #10 À3 ; (iii) the differences between the corresponding values of 4 fast max for different protocols are #10 À3 ; (iv) the differences between the corresponding 4 GCP estimates from Table 2 are #2 Â 10 À3 . fast max cover for such packings the fraction of the phase space that is close to unity. We associate 4 fast max with the random close packing limit 4 RCP . We assume that in the thermodynamic limit the lowest density 4 0 , for which the basins of attraction with 4 J # 4 0 still cover the almost entire phase space, is also close to 4 fast max . Under this assumption, we dene the random close packing limit 4 RCP for innite packings as the minimum density for which basins of attraction with jamming densities # 4 RCP cover the almost entire phase space. The RCP limit for sufficiently large packings is thus the highest practically obtained closest jamming density for Poisson congurations or packings created with fast compressions. When packings are relatively small and all basins of attraction can in practice be sampled by Poisson congurations, we have to select an arbitrary fraction a, e.g., a ¼ 0.95, and dene the RCP limit as the density for which basins of attraction with 4 J # 4 RCP cover the selected fraction a of the phase space.
In the same manner we dene for innite packings another characteristic density 4 LT as the maximum density for which basins of attraction with jamming densities $ 4 LT cover the almost entire phase space. The LT limit for sufficiently large packings is the lowest practically obtained closest jamming density for Poisson congurations or packings created with fast compressions. Thus, for the packings under study 4 LT ¼ 4 fast min . Mathematical formulations for both nite and innite packings are given in the Appendix (Subsection F).
We do not investigate the dependence of 4 LT , 4 RCP , and 4 GCP on the number of particles in the packings, but add the following remarks. As mentioned, monodisperse packings exhibit a structural transition and the onset of crystallization at 4 GCP z 0.65. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] This density is reported even for packings of 10 5 particles, 11 which suggests that 4 GCP is preserved in the thermodynamic limit. 4 LT and 4 RCP depend on the number of particles in a packing; 5 4 LT increases and 4 RCP slightly decreases as the number of particles increases. There are two possible scenarios for their behaviour for innite packings: they converge to a single J-point (at 4 z 0.64 for monodisperse packings), 5 or 4 LT reaches an asymptote below 4 RCP . 19 In both cases 4 GCP is different from 4 LT and 4 RCP in the thermodynamic limit.
Further below, under 4 LT and 4 RCP we will understand the corresponding densities for nite packings of min . Now, we join all the characteristic points obtained so far for the different particle radii distributions in a single table and in a single plot (Table 4 and Fig. 5 ). 4 LT was estimated by averaging the minimum closest jamming densities aer fast compressions 4 fast min from Table 3 for both LS and FB packings; 4 RCP was estimated by averaging the maximum closest jamming densities Table 3 . Table 3 for both LS and FB packings; 4 GCP was estimated by averaging the columns in Table 2 ; and 4 GCP for monodisperse packings was taken at a conventional value of 4 ¼ 0.65. 17 For monodisperse packings 4 LT z 0.635 and 4 RCP z 0.64.
The plots in Fig. 5 demonstrate that all of the characteristic densities increase with the width of the particle size distribution. The increase of 4 GCP is natural, as far as polydisperse packings have more degrees of freedom (not only three coordinates per particle, but also a radius), and there are more possibilities to arrange the packings in order to achieve a desired density. The increase of 4 RCP can be explained in a similar way. While 4 LT , 4 RCP , and 4 GCP vary with the particle radii standard deviation, the differences between them do not change much, e.g., 4 GCP À 4 RCP z 0.01 for all standard deviations. Such a small difference explains why it is hard to discern 4 RCP and 4 GCP experimentally. We also provide in Fig. 5 a plot for the semi-theoretical RCP limit estimates obtained by Farr and Groot. 51 This plot has a very similar shape and is shied slightly upward compared with our 4 RCP estimates.
E. Typical and untypical basins of attraction
We distinguish between typical basins of attraction and untypical ones. Basins of attraction with jamming densities in the range [4 LT , 4 RCP ] are typical by denition; the others are untypical. The probability to sample an untypical basin of attraction with Poisson packings or with packings produced by fast compressions tends to zero in the thermodynamic limit. It is close to zero already for packings of 10 4 particles. This happens because the phase space is dominated by typical basins; their total volume is almost equal to the total phase space volume in the thermodynamic limit.
If there is a way to distinguish typical from untypical basins of attraction without relying on their jamming densities, it will be possible to provide another denition for 4 RCP : it is the highest jamming density for typical basins of attraction or the highest typical closest jamming density of Poisson packings. In the same manner we can dene 4 LT : it is the lowest jamming density for typical basins of attraction or the lowest typical closest jamming density of Poisson packings. This is the reason for using LT (lowest typical) as subscript for 4 LT .
It was suggested that the RCP limit is a special density at which almost every innite Poisson packing will jam in the process of innitely fast compressions and was referred to as the J-point. 5 In other words, it is the closest jamming density for almost every Poisson packing. We conrmed that this point is rather a segment [4 LT , 4 RCP ] for nite packings. 5, 19 It is sometimes argued that even in the thermodynamic limit this segment does not collapse to a single J-point. 19 The estimate for 4 LT for monodisperse packings by Pica Ciamarra et al. 19 (4 ¼ 0.635-0.636) is in good agreement with our result (4 LT z 0.635). We note that 4 LT is referred to as the random-loose packing (RLP) density in these papers. We use a separate term, the "lowest typical" density, to avoid confusion with another de-nition and estimate for the RLP limit at 4 RLP ¼ 0.536-0.55,
1,52,53
as well as to emphasize that we are investigating frictionless particles.
Here we observed untypical jammed congurations only in the range (4 RCP , 4 max ]. There should be another set of untypical jammed congurations with densities below 4 LT . Examples of such congurations for monodisperse particles are tunnelled crystals, discovered by Torquato and Stillinger.
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These tunnelled crystals form an uncountable set of untypical jammed congurations at 4 J ¼ 2=3$4 HCP ¼ ffiffiffi 2 p p=9z0:49365. Another special procedure has been proposed to systematically create untypical jammed congurations with jamming densities in the range [0.6, 4 LT ) for monodisperse packings. 42, 45 One has to select a typical jammed packing, remove a certain fraction of particles and apply a special sequential linear programming generation algorithm, 42 which is also believed to produce the closest jammed congurations. The untypical jamming densities below 4 LT should also have a lower limit, which we denote as 4 L , the lowest density of jammed congurations. Thus, for monodisperse packings 4 L is at least ffiffiffiffiffiffi 2p p =9z0:49365. The existence of untypical jammed congurations below 4 LT and a lower bound for their densities has been proposed by Pica Ciamarra et al. 54, 55 along with a special algorithm to generate Table 4 .
jammed untypical two-dimensional packings below 4 LT . This lower bound is called the "random very loose packing" density in these papers. Since we want to avoid the mixing of "lowest typical" jamming density and "random loose packing" density, we use the term "lowest" jamming density in this paper.
F. Discussion
The denition of the RCP limit for monodisperse packings shows excellent agreement with the recurring experimental value of 4 RCP z 0.64. [5] [6] [7] [8] We suggest that the two common 4 RCP estimates for monodisperse packings (i.e., 0.64 and 0.65) actually correspond to two distinct characteristic points:
(1.) 4 z 0.64. [5] [6] [7] [8] We interpret it as the RCP limit 4 RCP , the highest jamming density for typical basins of attraction.
(2.) 4 z 0.65. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] We interpret it as the GCP limit 4 GCP , the highest jamming density for polydisperse packings and the density above the RCP limit with a minimum number of jammed congurations for monodisperse packings.
For nite packings, even innitely fast compressions of Poisson congurations produce jamming densities in the range [4 LT , 4 RCP ]. The lowest jamming density 4 LT for monodisperse packings of 10 4 particles under study is $0.635.
Chaudhuri et al. 28 demonstrated that the jamming densities depend on preparation history and should exist in a certain range. This discovery complies very naturally with the picture we present. Indeed, the jamming densities should depend on the employed generation protocol and can be found at any density in the range [4 L , 4 max ]; but searching for the closest jammed conguration for sufficiently large Poisson packings will in practice always produce a density in the range [4 LT , 4 RCP ].
Kamien and Liu 56 showed that there may be an uncertainty in the range of densities where the reduced pressure reaches innity during packing densication. We showed that the pressure can reach innity during a single packing densica-tion in the entire range of densities [4 L , 4 max ]; again, searching for the closest jammed conguration for sufficiently large Poisson packings will in practice always produce a density in the range [4 LT , 4 RCP ]. Our denition of the RCP limit as the highest typical jamming density is also consistent with experimental observations, which state that 4 RCP is the jamming density maximally achievable in experiments.
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In Fig. 6 we schematically display how the closest jamming densities depend on the generation time for nite packings. We assume that algorithms start from Poisson packings and update the conguration continuously with generation time. The typical closest jamming densities were previously dened only for Poisson packings or for zero initial packing density. Under typical closest jamming densities for non-zero initial packing densities we understand the closest jamming densities that will be almost always found for packings created at a given density using a given algorithm. The right part of the plot (cf. vertical gray dividing line) depends on the packing generation protocol, and we depict it for protocols capable of approaching the GCP limit for polydisperse packings and reaching crystalline congurations for monodisperse packings. Other protocols may converge to lower densities instead, as low as 4 LT or even 4 L .
Indeed, the protocol of Khirevich et al.
2 produces packings with densities close to 4 LT for innite generation times. The form of the plot 4 J (g À1 ) in Fig. 6 , as well as in Fig. 2b and d, was conjectured by Parisi and Zamponi 18 (see Fig. 2a in that paper). The major difference is the presence of the plateau at 4 GCP in the conjectured plot for monodisperse packings.
In the future we like to measure the characteristic densities 4 LT , 4 RCP , and 4 GCP for other particle radii distributions, e.g., Gaussian and bidisperse, 57 and compare the results to predictions from other models. 58, 59 Our methodology provides a framework for investigating these densities for hard particles of arbitrary shape and dimensionality.
V. Summary and conclusions
We introduced a modication to the LS packing generation algorithm to directly produce the closest jammed congura-tions (inherent structures of hard spheres) for arbitrary packings. The application of this protocol to LS and FB packings consisting of 10 4 particles yields the following conclusions, independent from the employed packing generation protocol: closest jamming densities for Poisson packings and packings produced with fast compressions are located in narrow density bands depending on particle size distribution, from 4 ¼ 0.634-0.636 to 4 z 0.64 for monodisperse particles; closest jamming densities for packings created with slow compressions converge to certain asymptotic values (4 z 0.65 for monodisperse particles). We attribute the asymptotic packing densities for innitely slow compressions to lower bounds of the GCP limits. 18 We attribute 4 z 0.64 (monodisperse packings) to the RCP limit and interpret 4 ¼ 0.634-0.636 and similar densities for polydisperse packings as another characteristic density 4 LT . Thus, Fig. 6 Schematic jamming phase diagram for finite packings. Dashed lines refer only to monodisperse packings. Red lines denote boundaries for typical configurations. 4 HCP is the highest jamming density for monodisperse packings, 4 GCP is the glass close packing limit, 4 RCP is the random close packing limit (or the highest typical jamming density), 4 LT is the lowest typical jamming density, and 4 L is the lowest jamming density.
we dene the RCP limit 4 RCP for sufficiently large nite packings as the highest practically achievable closest jamming density of Poisson congurations. Similarly, 4 LT is the lowest practically achievable closest jamming density of Poisson congurations. In the thermodynamic limit, 4 RCP and 4 LT may coincide and thus form a J-point, but they are different for nite packings.
These denitions led us to the distinction between typical jammed congurations and corresponding basins of attraction, which have jamming densities in the range [4 LT , 4 RCP ] and in the thermodynamic limit occupy the almost entire phase space, and untypical ones, whose jamming densities reside in the ranges [4 L , 4 LT ) and (4 RCP , 4 max ] and which in the thermodynamic limit occupy a portion of the phase space with zero probability measure. The RCP limit is thus the highest typical closest jamming density of Poisson packings and packings produced with sufficiently fast compressions; 4 LT is the lowest typical closest jamming density of Poisson packings and packings produced with sufficiently fast compressions.
The characteristic densities 4 LT , 4 RCP , and 4 GCP depend on the standard deviation of the employed log-normal particle radii distributions, but differences between them do not change much, e.g., 4 GCP À 4 RCP z 0.01 for all standard deviations. This small difference explains why it is challenging to differentiate between 4 RCP and 4 GCP experimentally.
VI. Appendix
Here we present precise denitions for the closest jammed conguration (inherent structure of hard spheres), basin of attraction, and bounding region. We also give mathematical denitions for the random-close packing limit 4 RCP and the lowest typical density 4 LT .
A. Mathematical difficulty with the denition in the main text
In the denition for the closest jammed conguration below (Subsection C) we will use an approach slightly different from that in the main text, but will show their equivalence. At rst, we explain the mathematical difficulty with the denition in the main text.
We dened the articial potential energy for hard-sphere packings as the maximum density that can be specied for a given packing conguration (to avoid particle intersections) taken with the minus sign. This potential energy is a nonsmooth function over particle coordinates. Indeed, this maximum density is controlled by the closest pair of particles. The potential energy is a smooth function in a certain range of coordinates of one of the particles in the closest pair (around its initial position). But for a sufficiently large displacement of this particle some other particle will form the closest pair with it. The potential energy will not be smooth at the position of the rst particle where the closest pair changes. The gradient of the potential energy is undened at this point.
The closest jammed conguration is specied in the main text as the local minimum in the potential energy that is reached through the gradient descent (steepest descent) in the potential energy landscape from the initial packing congura-tion. The steepest descent is undened at the points with undened gradient. Thus, we have to use a different approach.
B. Closest jammed conguration, general idea
Each packing conguration of N monodisperse or polydisperse particles (with predened nominal radii) can be represented as a point in a 3N-dimensional packing phase space (3 coordinates per particle center). For packing box sides L x , L y , L z , respectively, the total phase space volume equals
The actual particle radii are proportional to the nominal ones and thus are determined only by the proportionality ratio or by the actual packing density. If there is a particle pair in contact in a packing, the conguration point resides on the corresponding hypercylinder surface. If there are multiple pairs in contact, the conguration point resides on the intersection of the corresponding hypersurfaces.
Packing contraction is equivalent to simultaneous particle radii growth so that all radii remain equally proportional to their nominal values. It is equivalent to hypercylinder radii growth in the phase space. We proportionally increase the particle radii and simultaneously drag the conguration point so that no particle intersections appear. At the same time we require that the conguration point moves as little as possible in the sense of the Euclidean distance. This condition ensures that the conguration point always remains on the initial hypercylinder surfaces, i.e., all the particle contacts are preserved and no intersections between particles in contact appear. Indeed, if one of the contacts is broken (a particle pair is split), it means that the conguration point has moved too far away from the corresponding hypersurface, which is not the minimal possible movement of the conguration. The minimal possible movement would be to preserve the point on the given hypersurface. If there is a single particle pair in contact, it will correspond to moving the point along the normal of the contact hypercylinder. If the packing is also monodisperse, it implies symmetric particle-pair spreading.
While growing, more hypersurfaces will approach the conguration point and some will cross it. The hypersurfaces will form a disjoint phase space region and nally collapse into a single innitesimal point, a jammed conguration. As far as we required minimization of conguration displacement, we dene this very jammed conguration as the closest (to the initial one) jammed conguration.
Until the conguration point resides in the innitesimal limiting polytope (or a hyperinterval), it is always possible to contract a packing (increase particle radii) and update the conguration to avoid intersections. Thus, the closest jammed conguration is dened for any unjammed conguration. As far as we require minimization of conguration displacement, it is also dened uniquely.
We cannot simply dene the closest jammed conguration as the jammed conguration with the minimum Euclidean distance to the current conguration, because this jammed conguration may be separated by regions of the phase space that correspond to particle intersections. In other words, this jammed conguration may be unreachable for any physical compression algorithm. Our denition automatically conforms to the requirement of physical accessibility for the closest jammed conguration.
This denition is equivalent to the denition from the main text (searching for a potential energy minimum with the steepest descent, where the potential energy is the maximum density at a given conguration taken with a minus sign). Indeed, (i) displacement minimization during the increase of particle radii is equivalent to the gradient descent in the landscape of our articial potential energy at points where the gradient is dened; (ii) both denitions terminate at jammed congurations.
If a jammed packing contains rattler particles, there is only a subset of particles that is jammed; in other words, there is a subspace of the total phase space that has collapsed into a single point. Rattler particles are allowed to move and thus transform this point into a hyperline in the entire phase space. As far as rattler particles are usually trapped in cages formed by other particles, this hyperline is usually a hyperinterval. Such hyperlines (hyperintervals) have zero volume as their projection on the subspace of jammed particles has zero volume. Though Salsburg and Wood 24 do not explicitly mention rattlers, their discussion can be amended to incorporate rattler particles. For example, predictions of the coordination number shall be formulated for a subset of jammed particles (for a subspace that collapses into a point). When we talk about limiting polytopes and innitesimal points into which they collapse, we keep in mind that they are dened for jammed subsets of particles and should be expanded into hyperintervals if rattlers are taken into account.
If rattlers are considered, the closest jammed conguration is not a single point, but a hyperinterval of zero volume with the same density for each conguration. We combine all these congurations into a single equivalence class.
In the next subsection we provide a precise mathematical denition for the closest jammed conguration. We will not use this denition directly to search for such congurations; instead, we modify the LS algorithm.
C. Closest jammed conguration, denition
We introduce the following notations.x i is a coordinate of the ith particle,x ¼ fx 1 ;x 2 ; .;x N g is the packing conguration vector in the phase space,x ij is the vector from the ith to the jth particle (accounting for boundary conditions, if necessary;x ii may thus be non-zero), and D i is the nominal diameter of the ith particle (its absolute value is unimportant, relative values matter in the current denition).
is the nominal distance between particles in contact. We also introduce time t and specify that the actual particle radii grow as D i (t) ¼ tD i ; the initial time is selected to avoid intersections (initially, there may be no contacts at all). The actual distance between particles in contact grows as D ij (t) ¼ tD ij . Let us also introduce particle velocitiesỹ i ¼ dx i dt and a 3N-dimensional velocity vector for the conguration pointỹ ¼ fỹ 1 ;ỹ 2 ; .;ỹ N g. We further introduce the concept of bonds, i.e., pairs of particles in contact. At each time there is a nite number of bonds K, which corresponds to a coordination number c ¼ 2K N . We enumerate bonds by the index k ¼ 1; K. We denex ik jk as the vector between particles in the kth bond and D i k j k (t) as the actual distance between these particles. While contracting the packing (increasing particle radii) between new bond formations, we (i) avoid intersections between particles; and (ii) minimize particle velocities. As we have already found out, it is equivalent to (i) ensuring that the conguration point always resides at the initial hypercylinder surfaces; and (ii) minimizingỹ. The mathematical formulation is:
Aer differentiating the restrictions for bonds with respect to time we obtain a system of linear equations, which we supply in the complete denition:
The search for the closest jammed conguration is dened as the integration of eqn (3) in time, with velocities determined from eqn (1) and (2), until the system is jammed. A general way to determine jamming is through the innite stationary pressure produced by particles supplied with velocities.
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The denition by eqn (1)-(3) does not require that at least one pair of particles is initially in contact. If no particles are in contact, the trivial solution to the system is zero velocities for all particles, so that they grow without movement until the rst contact is formed. Therefore, integration can always be formally started from zero time.
Eqn (1) and (2) form an operator acting on the hypervectors of the phase space, which we denote as C; it produces hypervelocity for a packing conguration,ỹ ¼ Cx. Thus, the closest jammed congurationx J is dened mathematically for an arbitrary initial congurationx 0 as
wherexð0Þ ¼x 0 , and t jam denotes the time at which the packing jams. Eqn (1) and (2) pose a well-known problem of a minimumnorm solution to a linear system. Here, the particle velocities are unknown variables, and eqn (1) can be rewritten as Aỹ ¼b. It is known that if a linear system has at least one solution, theñ y ¼ A þb is one of its minimum-norm solutions. Here, A + is a Moore-Penrose matrix pseudoinverse for A. To search for the closest jamming density, we select this solution by denition. As far as particle radii can always be increased for unjammed congurations, there is at least one solution to the system (1). It makes the closest jammed conguration uniquely dened for any unjammed packing. Because the probability to encounter linearly dependent rows in the matrix A tends to zero for packings in the thermodynamic limit, we assume that for such packings the linear system (1) will be of full rank. For such systemsỹ ¼ A þb is the only minimum-norm solution, and A + can be found explicitly as
À1 . It means that in the thermodynamic limit the choice ofỹ ¼ A þb as a solution to (1) is unambiguous.
If rattler particles are present in the nal jammed packing, the closest jammed conguration is still dened uniquely. But we would like to join all the congurations from the limiting hyperinterval into an equivalence class; i.e., consider this very packing with arbitrary positions of rattlers as the same jammed conguration. Mathematically, we dene a projection operator J that selects coordinates of jammed particles from the entire conguration vector. Two jammed congurationsx andỹ belong to the same equivalence class, if
Each packing will jam at one and only one equivalence class of the closest jammed congurations.
The system (1)- (3) is a modied formulation of the packing generation algorithm by Zinchenko.
3 The algorithm did not contain the requirement of the hypervelocity minimization, and the solution for the system (1), underdetermined at the initial stage, was searched for with the conjugate gradient algorithm using previous or random velocities as an initial conjugate gradient state.
D. Further denitions
Let U be the entire phase space, U P (t) be the phase space occupied at a given time by hypercylinders of particle contacts,
and U A (t) be the part of the phase space available for packing congurations at a given time,
The basin of attraction Uðx 0 Þ of the jammed congurationx 0 can then be dened as
A bounding region for the given jammed congurationx 0 at a given time (equivalently, for a given density) is dened as
Let G be an operator that produces a surface of a set. Then the bounding surface for the given bounding region is GBðx 0 ; tÞ, and the bounding region is closed if the bounding surface is fully formed by hypercylinder surfaces:
A statex at a given density is called a glassy state, 18 if it resides in a closed bounding region:
E. Additional properties of the closest jammed congurations
Here we investigate some additional properties of the closest jammed congurations. Total zero velocity. Eqn (1) and (2) automatically imply zero total velocity for a packing:
Let us assume that the solution to the system (1) and (2) has a non-zero total velocity, which gives an additional velocity per
i . We examine the solutionỹ 0 i ¼ỹ i Àỹ 0 . It corresponds to changing the reference system and automatically complies with (1), which can be checked directly. The sum in eqn (2) will then be transformed into
which means that the initial set of velocities cannot be a minimum-norm solution for (1) . As eqn (12) automatically decreases the number of degrees of freedom by three, we do not follow the convention from Salsburg and Wood 24 and do not x one of the particles at the origin of the coordinates to get rid of three redundant degrees of freedom.
Isostaticity of random jammed packings. As proved by Salsburg and Wood, 24 the lowest estimate for the maximum number of bonds in a jammed subset of particles, excluding rattlers, for a fully periodic packing is K 0 (N 0 ) ¼ 3(N 0 À 1) + 1 (a necessary condition for polytope enclosure; N 0 is the number of non-rattlers). If the limiting polytope for a jammed subset of particles has K 0 (N 0 ) hyperplanes and the number of bonds reaches this value, it means that the conguration point lies in the vicinity of each of the polytope hyperplanes (as hyperplanes correspond to contacts), which implies that the polytope has collapsed into a single point, a jammed conguration. Some polytopes may have more than K 0 (N 0 ) hyperplanes, the corresponding jammed packings are hyperstatic. There is always a simple solution to the system (1) for a fully periodic packing:ỹ i ¼x i t with simultaneous periodic box expansion (which can almost immediately be veried directly). If the number of bonds for any subset of N 0 particles equals K 0 (N 0 ), eqn (12) together with (1) form a linear system of 3N 0 + 1 equations for 3N 0 unknown velocity components and an unknown box expansion rate. As far as the matrix for the linear system (1) will be of full rank for random packings in the thermodynamic limit, the solutionỹ i ¼x i t for this subset of particles will be unique and this subset of particles is jammed.
Other particles (rattlers) may also be assigned velocitiesỹ i ¼x i t .
This proves why K 0 is not only the minimum number of bonds for non-rattlers to jam a packing, but also the only possible one in random packings, and thus would explain numerous experiments reproducing the coordination number $6 for non-rattler particles in jammed packings. This also leads to a convenient termination condition for the system (1)- (3): the integration in (4) should be stopped when the number of bonds for non-rattler particles is equal to K 0 ¼ 3(N 0 À 1) + 1.
F. Denition of the RCP limit
We recall that by V tot we understand the total volume of the phase space U and by N the number of particles,x i is a coordinate of the ith particle,x ¼ fx 1 ;x 2 ; .;x N g is the packing conguration vector in the phase space. Let us denote by 4 J ðxÞ a function that produces a density for the closest jammed conguration if the packing generation is started at a congurationx. Let us denote by V pack ¼ L x L y L z the packing box volume. Then
where t jam is taken from (4). For jammed congurations, it simply returns jamming densities. That is, as the integration in (4) starts from zero particle radii, particles grow without movement until the rst contact appears; for jammed congu-rations, all the contacts appear simultaneously and the packing becomes jammed at once. Let us also introduce an indicator function I{p} dependent on a logical predicate p. I is equal to unity if the predicate is true; otherwise, it is zero. Let us introduce P{p} as a probability to sample a basin of attraction which conforms to a certain logical predicate. Let us also dene a View Article Online probability P # (4 0 ) for Poisson packings to encounter a basin of attraction with a jamming density below 4 0 :
Now we can mathematically dene the random close packing limit as
where inf{x|p(x)} is the inmum of the values x for which the predicate p(x) is true. In the same manner we can dene the density 4 LT as
where sup{x|p(x)} is the supremum of the values x for which the predicate p(x) is true. Now we transform these denitions for nite-size packings. For sufficiently large nite packings, untypical basins of attraction are still practically impossible to sample. Thus, we transform eqn (15) into
Eqn (16) can be transformed similarly. When packings are relatively small and all basins of attraction can in practice be sampled by Poisson packings, we have to select an arbitrary probability threshold a, e.g., a ¼ 0.95, and dene the RCP limit as
Eqn (16) can be transformed similarly. Eqn (17) and (18) can be regarded as denitions of the RCP limit for nite packings, or as estimates for the RCP limit of innite packings.
G. Asymptotic expansion of packing densities to the GCP limits
In this subsection of the Appendix we present the plots from Fig. 2 built against ffiffiffi g p (Fig. 7) . We t the plots 4 J ð ffiffiffi g p Þ and 4ð ffiffiffi g p Þ in the main text with third-degree polynomials and expand to g ¼ 0 (innite generation time) to obtain GCP limit estimates. Polynomial ts are depicted as black lines under the actual data. The GCP limit estimates (t values at g ¼ 0) are depicted as horizontal lines of corresponding colour to the le of the images. The plots for data from computer simulations have no drastic changes in behavior and are tted well, except for monodisperse packings, where crystallization starts for very slow compressions. It suggests that our estimates of the highest jamming densities are close to the real GCP limits.
